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n STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OFTIlESTUDENT MODEL

which include the rules u ~ *, J ~ s, i ~ I, b ~ v, and
r ~ I. However, the student could not comprebend the fol
lowing katakana words:

In this section, a method is presented for statistically ana
lyzing a student's responses to the tutorial system. The
knowledge base which a student must acquire in order to be
proficient at reading katakana consists ofa set of phonological
rules which characterize the transformation of Japanese
katakana to its English origin [3]. Information about the
student is gathered passively by simply noting the words for
which he requests translations from the Japanese language tu
toring system [2]. Analyzing a student's response is, there
fore, relatively difficult for the tutor. The following presents
a simple illustration of how the student model is formed by
analyzing the responses of a student who was tested for bis
katakana reading proficiency. This particular student bad no
difficulty with the following words:

system
video
total
task

shisutemu
bideo
totaru
tasuku

dent's instruction. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: Section II provides a brief introduction to how a stu
dent model is constructed by analyzing a student's responses.
A method is then presented for statistically analyzing a student
model assuming that all of the phonological rules that would
be required to completely transform these katakana into
English contributed equally to the student's failure to under
stand. With this assumption, the student model becomes a
binomial distribution for which the well-known Bayes' theo
rem is used to estimate the student's current knowledge state.
A variety of techniques for assessing prior information are
then proposed. In Section III, the correlation between the
probability of comprehension and the phonetic properties of
transformation rules is addressed. It is shown that combining
the binomial model with these factors allows the tutorial
system to more accurately estimate a student's knowledge
state and thus provide more efficient instruction. Finally, the
conclusions of this work are presented in the final section.

Interest in Japanese language instruction has risen dramati
cally in recent years, particularly for those Americans engaged
in technical disciplines. However, the Japanese language is
generally regarded as one of the most difficult languages for
English-speaking people to learn. While the number of indi
viduals studying Japanese is increasing there remains an ex
tremely high attrition rate, estimated by some to be as high as
80% [4]. Much of this difficulty can be associated with the
Japanese writing system. Japanese text consists of two dis
tinct orthographies, a phonetic syllabary known as kana and a
set of logographic characters, originally derived from the
Chinese, known as kanji. The kana aredivided into two pho
netically equivalent but graphically distinct sets, katakana and
hiragana, both consisting of 46 symbols and two diacritic
marks denoting changes in pronunciation. The katakana are
used primarily for writing words of foreign origin that have
been adapted to the Japanese phonetic system although they
are also used for onomatopoeia, colloquialisms, and emphasis.
The hlragana are used to write all inflectional endings and
some types of native Japanese words that arenot currently rep
resented by kanji. Due to the limited number of kana, their
relatively low visual complexity, and their systematic ar
rangement they do not represent a significant barrier to the
student of Japanese. In fact, the relatively smaIl effort required
to learn katakana yields significant returns to readers of techni
cal Japanese due to the high incidence of terms derived from
English and transliterated into katakana.

This work describes a method for statistically analyzing a
student's proficiency at reading katakana. The results of this
analysis are being applied to a Japanese language intelligent
tutoring system [2] for appropriately individualizing a stu-
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aasu
rengusu
saamaru

earth
length

~ thermal

E(mx} =---l!..
p + q

a+x
a w b w n '

(4)

which use the phonological transformation rules: u ~ *,
r ~ I , and s ~ e. From analyzing these two sets of data,
the tutoring system is able to correctly identify that the rule
which the student has not mastered is the transformation
s ~ e. This is not particularly surprising since this is a
rather radical change in pronunciation which occurs relatively
infrequently. Indeed, this student is rather typical in that he
has acquired the relatively straightforward rules such as u ~ *
which occurs extremely frequently and is one of the primary
mechanisms for dealing with the disparity in consonant clus
ters between English and Japanese. Likewise, this student has
no trouble with the simple consonant substitutions b ~ v
and r ~ 1. Therefore, the tutoring system would tailor the in
struction of this student with katakana words that contain the
more obscure rules such as s ~ B, hopefully being able to
find occurrences in which this is the only rule present in order
to provide more contextual information.

In the initial analysis, it is assumed that all of the phono
logical rules that would be required to completely transform
these katakana into English contributed equally to the stu
dent's failure to understand. With this assumption the proba
bility that a student understands x out of n words that require
the rule R for transliteration back to their English origins be
comes a binomial .distribution with index nand 1t. This
probability is associated with the conditional probability
density p(xln). The student's current knowledge state can be
estimated by the probability density p( nix). The posterior
probability p( mx) function is then computed from the model
density and the prior density pen) by using Bayes' theorem,
i.e.

If the only available evidence about a student's ability is the
fact that he correctly understood x words on an n-word test;
then, the tutor has no prior information whatsoever about this
student. One possible approach is to express no prior infor
mation by considering all values of the prior density to be
equally likely. This uniform prior is known as Bayes' postu
late [5] and it corresponds to a = b = 1 in the beta prior.
When the number of trials is extremely large, the effect of the
prior information becomes relatively small. However, a non
uniform prior density results in a proper prior. One possible
method is to give the student a pre-test in order to get prior in
formation about the student's knowledge [1]. Unfortunately,
since there are more than 130 phonological transformation
rules in the knowledge base of the Japanese tutoring system, a
simple test cannot cover all of the rules. There are a number
of possible assumptions. When a student sees a rule for the
first time, the tutor can assume that:

• The student does not have any knowledge of the rule
(a =0 and b =1).

• The student's knowledge state is independent of the prior
information (a = 0 and b = 0).

A comparison of the results of using uniform and non
uniform priors for the student discussed above is presented in
Table I. In the following section, the lack of prior
information is compared to assumptions about its probable
distribution based on such factors as the frequency of a rule or
on the extent of the phonological transformation.

The most common method for computing prior density is
to approximate one's prior beliefs by a density which is a
member of a mathematically convenient family. The prior
density for the binomial distribution is, then, the well-known
beta function. When assuming that the prior density function
is chosen as the beta function of the parameters a and b, the
posterior density function becomes the beta function of the pa
rameters

p(mx)
p(xln) pen)

pix) . (1)
III. TIlEEFFECTS OFRULE FREQUENCIES

While the binomial model is shown to be reasonably effec
tive in analyzing the difficulties which students encounter in
comprehending katakana, there are also some significant limi
tations due to the assumption that all rules are equally respon
sible for the student's failure to understand. Clearly, a student
may correctly identify the origin of a katakana without a mas
tery of all of the transformation rules required due to the redun
dancy in human language. Likewise, students may fail to
comprehend words for which they know all of the transforma-

In order to compute the mean value of the beta function, one
needs to determine only the two parameters of the beta func
tion, p and q. The mean value of the posterior density for the
binomial model is, therefore,

p=x+a

q = n -x + b.

(2)

(3)

TABLE I
EFFECTS OFVARIOUS PRIOR DENSITY FUNCTIONS

ONTIlEMEAN VALUE OFTIlEPOS1ERlOR FUNCTION
INTHEBINOMIAL MODEL

Rule a=l,b=l a=O, b= 1 a= 0, b = 0

t~t 0.83 0.80 1.00
b~v 0.67 0.50 1.00
u~* 0.55 0.50 0.56
r~l 0.40 0.25 0.33

a: ~0" 0.25 0.00 0.00
s ~ e 0.25 0.00 0.00
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tion rules due to such factors as unfamiliarity with the vocab
ulary or the sheer number and/or combination of rules re
quired. For these reasons, it is relatively difficult for the tu
toring system to classify the rules mastered and the rules that
need more review based on the probability of comprehension
as shown in Table II.

In order to resolve these problems, a statistical analysis was
conducted on the data produced under the binomial model for
43 students ranging from 1 to 3 years of classical Japanese
language instruction. In this analysis it is revealed that there
is a strong correlation between the probability of
comprehension and the extent of the phonetic modification of
transformation rules. As is expected, Fig. 1 illustrates that a
student can more easily comprehend the katakana that contain
a large number of trivial consonant rules, i.e., those rules that
do not represent a significant phonetic modification between
consonants. Conversely, it is shown in Fig. 2 that students
have more trouble understanding words that use large numbers
of non-trivial consonant rules in the transliteration process. It
is interesting to note, however, that similar data for the vowel
rules, depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, do not exhibit this
correlation. This is probably due to the large disparity
between the number of Japanese and English vowels which
greatly reduces their information content. The silent rules,
i.e., the rules that transform a Japanese phoneme into the null
phoneme in English, also seem to have little effect on a
student's comprehension (see Fig. 5). The most dominant of
the silent rules is the rule u -+ * which is the primary
mechanism for dealing with English consonant clusters.
Since this rule occurs more often than any of the others, it
appears to be quickly assimilated by even first year students
and therefore has little effect on overall comprehension. In
summary, these results show that different types of transfor
mation rules have different effects on a student's ability to
comprehend katakana.

In order to account for the different effects of the various
rule types, the assumptions used to calculate the probability
of comprehension for the rules was modified. This involved
the calculation of a scalar value 0 < w ~ 1 associated with
each rule. The value of w represents the likelihood that this
rule will contribute to any difficulty with comprehension of
words that contain this rule. This value of w is then used to
modify (4) so that the probability of rule comprehension is
calculated using

TABLE III
REI.ATIVEANDABSOUITE FREQUENOES

FORTHEPHONOLOGICAL RULES

TABlE IV
THEPROBABIUfYOFillMPREHENSION

illMPlTfED BYASSIGNING DIFFERENTWEIGHfS
TOEACH RULE

difficulty were (1) the absolute frequency of a rule, i.e. the
number of words that contain that rule divided by the total
number of words that the student has read; and (2) the relative
frequency, defined as the number of occurrences of a rule di
vided by the total number of aU occurrences for all rules that
govern the same Japanese phoneme. These frequencies were
computed for all rules in the rule base used by the tutoring
system with a representative sample presented in Table III.
The value of w for a rule is then calculated as a linear combi
nation of these two frequencies. Since it is not clear which of
the two frequencies is dominant in determining a rules diffi
culty, the average of the two values is currently being used.
Table IV shows the resulting probabilities of comprehension
and illustrates a much closer correspondence to empirical evi
dence, particularly with respect to the trivial consonant rules

TABLEn
TIlE PROBABIUfYOFillMPREHENSION

illMPlTfED BYASSIGNING TIlESAMEWEIGHfS
TOALLOFTIlE RULES

0.04 0.01
0.34 0.05
0.55 0.14
0.57 0.32
0.69 0.05
0.91 0.73
0.99 0.32
1.00 0.22

Probability of comprehension

0.07 0.09 0.38
0.23 0.32 0.65
0.25 0.36 0.59
0.30 0.46 0.78
0.33 0.48 0.77
0.35 0.44 0.75
0.41 0.53 0.84
0.55 0.64 0.90

1st year 2nd year 3rd year

relative frequency absolute frequencY

Rule

Rule
s -+ a
b-+v
e-+e
r-+l

a: -+ a
u-+*
t -+t
k-+k

s -+ a
b-+v
a: -+a-
r-+I
u-+*
e-+e
t -e t
k-+k

(5)
a + wx

a + b + wx + (l-w)(n-x)'
EJTdx}

Thus rules with a large value of w are assumed to be trivial
and their probabilities are not adversely affected for student
who does not understand a word due to some other factors.
Conversely, rules with a small value of w are considered to be
more difficult and a student must demonstrate comprehension
of such a rule by correctly identifying virtually every word in
which it appears. This prevents an artificially high probabil
ity of comprehension for difficult rules due to a student being
able to guess words with high degrees of redundancy. The two
dominant factors that were empirically found to affect a rules

Rule

s -+ a
b-+v
a: -+ a
e-+e
r-+l
k-+k
t -+t
u-+*

Probability of comprehension
1st year 2nd year 3rd year

0.01 0.03 0.06
0.07 0.12 0.33
0.17 0.25 0.46
0)2 0.29 0.61
0.26 0.41 0.74
0.55 0.64 0.90
0.56 0.68 0.91
0.69 0.80 0.94
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Fig. 3. The effect of trivial vowel rules
on the probabilityof comprehensionof a katakana word

for Ist, 2nd, and 3rd year Japanese students
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Fig. 1. 1be effect of trivial consonant rules
on the probabilityof comprehensionof a katakana word

for lst, 2nd, and 3rd year Japanese students
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Fig. 2. The effect of non-trivialconsonant rules
on the probabilityof comprehensionof a katakana word

for lst, 2nd, and 3rd year Japanese students
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Fig. 4. The effect of non-trivial vowel rules
on the probabilityof comprehensionof a katakana word

for lst, 2nd, and 3rd year Japanese students
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Fig. 5. The effect of silent rules
on the probabilityof comprehensionof a katakana word

for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd year Japanese students
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and the silent rule, as compared to Table II. The higher accu
racy in the estimation of these probabilities as well as their
wider distribution allows the tutorial system to more effec
tively select lessons that review the specific weaknesses of in
dividualstudents.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The goal of this work was the development of a model for
representing a student's proficiency in reading katakana. This
model is used to individualize the instruction of an intelligent
tutoring system that is designed to assist scientists and engi
neers acquire a reading knowledge of technicalJapanese. This
is illustrated with data that shows a strong correlation between
the probability of comprehension and both the relative and ab
solute frequency of a rules occurrence, as well as the extent of
the phonetic modification. It is shown that combining such
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factors with the binomial model allows the tutorial system to
more accurately estimate a student's knowledge state and thus
provide more efficient instruction. This technique has proven
very effective in analyzing the difficulties which students en
counter in comprehending katakana.
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